From the Rector 				
The Rev. Dr. John Gillison Speaks at St. Michael’s
By Peg Eastman
On Sunday, August 2, St. Michael’s was
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The Rev. Zadig moderated the Q&A Session.

“Father forgive them for they know not

Some of the topics addressed were: What

what they do” were Jesus’ immortal words

does it look like to truly forgive, what it

when he hung suffering on the cross. And

was like for the Rev. Gillison to forgive, and

forgiveness, love and a hope of salvation

what do you think Jesus would say after the

were what the bereaved families at Mother
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To heal the divide

The Rev. Gillison stressed that as Christians,
we can know “hope in piles of ashes,” and
asked this timeless question, “Why do bad
things happen to good people?” In spite
of bad things, we must have love in our
hearts and be able to offer forgiveness. He

communities

to

have

study
and
made.

between the races, he
suggested
children

teaching
love

and

brotherhood instead
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When asked what we should pray for,
he asked the congregation to pray for
Bishop Richard Morris’s health and that
he will appoint the right pastor for Mother
Emmanuel.
The Rev. Zadig introduced the Galatians
Task Force which has been seeking a path
forward using Galatians 3:28 “There is
neither Jew nor Gentile, neither slave nor
free, nor is there male and female, for you
are all one in Christ Jesus.” NIV Those Task
Force members present were introduced.
Jane Waring, a member of St. Michael’s
for fifty-four years, closed the session by
commenting how proud she was of the
“Christ-like way the ladies from Mother
Emmanuel spoke to the murderer in
the Courtroom Hearing. They lived the
Gospel, and their actions prevented another
Baltimore riot.”
Susan Gaddy summed up the morning
perfectly. “It was the best service I ever
attended.”

Letter to the Rector
Please forgive my not writing you earlier to say how much I appreciated our
homily on Carolina Day. It spoke to the day so perfectly on multiple levels.
In fact, when I left St. Michael¹s on my way to the Society of the Cincinnati
meeting at the Yacht Club, I saw the sign on Meeting Street that read, “We
Stand with Emanuel A.M.E. We are all one in Christ.” It seemed to fit directly
with your wonderful remarks.
By the way, have you ever read Led On!, Toomer Porter¹s memoirs? It is a
powerful read. When I started it, I could not put it down. I promise that you
will be glad you got a copy once you start reading it. One particularly powerful
section deals with a sermon Toomer Porter gave at St. Michael¹s. As my friend
who is now rector of St. James in Florence says, “That¹ll preach.” And I promise
you will get a lot of sermons out of Porter¹s memoirs. He was quite a man and
quite a Christian.
Regards, Palmer
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